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The following CSRs are included in release Version: 3.2.4 

 
FEEDBACK     

S/N 
PROGRAM TITLE CHANGE NARRATIVE 

1600813 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Price risk: price risk 
assessment factors changes 

1. Change title of screen to "Price Risk Assessment Factors"    2. Delete the "exclusion 
factor" column. 

1601033 

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Supplier risk: factor table 
update notifications 

Add a trigger to the supplier risk factor table which will send a notification any time the table 
is modified, either by a dba or the app. Notification should say what change(s) occurred. 
Notifications should be sent to regular PPIRS-SR NG admin recipients (ESP QAS). 

1601092 

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Price engine: FSG-all 

If a price in CDD_NG cannot be escalated because it does not have an assigned series 
(either PPI series or FSG series), escalate that price using the FSG-all series now provided 
in the PPI tables. The system should provide a notification to QAS that the FSG-all series 
was used, which will require further investigation. 

1601346 

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Pdf: high risk item detail 
formatting 

Please ensure text displayed in high risk item detail (pdf block 9) includes a carriage return 
and line feed after each line of reason.  Attached is an example where the last two reasons 
are concatenated.    Please ensure there is a blank line between each reason. 

1601361 PPIRS-
SR NG 

Supplier risk: cage & duns for 
CPARS/FAPIIS detail 

When pulling CPARS and FAPIIS records for detailed supplier risk report, collect records by 
CAGE and DUNs. This should ensure all scored records are available for display. 

1601370 PPIRS-
SR NG 

Market research SRD 
 

Please see the market research SRD. 
 

1601373 PPIRS-
SR NG 

Pdf: show all purchase 
history 

On the pdf, please show the entire purchase history of the item, sorted newest to oldest. 
 

1601438 

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Supplier risk: RCN column 
for PQDR detail 
 

In the detailed supplier risk report |info only| product quality deficiency reports (PQDR), 
change the "serial #" column to "rpt ctl num". Https://ppirssrng.csd.disa.mil/ppirssrng/sr-
ng/getsupplierriskreportcage_source.action?source=qdr in the column, display the report 
control number (qdr.rcn_activity||qdr.rcn_number) for the associated PQDR. 
 

1601486 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Admin: supplier mgt drops 
age wt 
 

In the supplier risk admin page, the app appears to not retrieve the values for the age 
weight checkboxes. If the checkboxes are not rechecked before saving, "n" is stored. 
 

1601269 
 

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Modify reports rights struts 
error 

From 'Manage Groups' => choose a group (ex. 'DLA Aviation') => 'Modify Report Access 
Rights' of a user and I get a 'Struts Error' before I take any action. Please fix.  

1601157 
 

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Positive quality score worst 
rating is green 

Update the PPIRS-SR NG quality rating system to ensure that if a vendor has a positive 
quality score, the worst color rating he can have is "green.". 

1600337 

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Limit # of userid characters in 
request account  

1) USERID setup in both PPIRS-SR NG DOD and Awardee/Contractor REQUEST 
accounts allow up to 30 characters. Logon function only allows up to 20 characters. Please 
limit the number of characters for USERID in request account to 5 minimum and 20 
maximum. 2) Change "Define Your USERID /Password" directions to say " USERID may be 
5-20 characters (letters and numbers only)." 

1400364 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Back button on view account 
PPIRS-SR NG 

When viewing a user in PPIRS-SR NG admin government users by specific first name and 
last name, when you hit the 'back' button it will take you to all users with the same last 
name.  Keeping same first name/last name is preferred.     . 

1600287 PPIRS- Average delivery score by Add average delivery score by individual NAICS supply codes.  Currently registers as 'no 



SR NG NAICS data available' for all NAICS supply codes (see attached). 

    

1601292 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

PPIRS-SR NG delivery 
scoring report data 

Data in Management (PPIRS-SR) Delivery Scoring Report not always correct. Example: 
CAGE 4U407 / FSC 6135 had 702 Negative Delivery Records with a total of 11,318 days 
late as of 09/29/2016. Scoring Report only shows 62 records with a total of 360 days late. 

1600489 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Update PPIRS-SR NG 
manage contractor users  

Update instructions on PPIRS-SR NG Enter any or all of the selections below (userid, last 
name, first name, cage code, duns). 2. Click list users button."  

1600806 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

No justification text in 
pending membership 

Text for 'justification' does not display in user info/justification view in sr pending 
membership requests. 

1600161 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Challenge report filter by 
DODAAC 

The challenge report filter search by DODAAC is not functioning.  No error message, just 
blank/nothing when a valid DODAAC is entered.  DODAAC can be found in the first six 
characters of the serial no. (contract number) on the challenge report. 

1601314 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Average delivery score for 
FSC 5998 Average delivery score for FSC 5998 is 'no data available'. Update to capture FSC 5998   

1601345 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Contractor challenge report 
struts error  SR-NG Admin Management Contractor Challenge Report gets a Struts Error when run.  

1601369 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Error in the jvm.stderr log file 

Servlet-api.jar file exists in 2 locations  1) $tomcat_home\lib  2) 
$tomcat_home\webapps\ppirssrng\web-inf\lib    tomcat already had this jar during server 
startup in its container so application does not need to have duplicate library in its lib.  I 
excluded this jar from building war in ppirssrng.xml and deploy on my local tomcat.  I do not 
see this warning anymore.    One thing noticed from dev environment.  Version of this jar is 
different between tomcat (v7.0.62) lib and ppirssrng commonjars (used in building war)  so i 
updated commonjars with version from tomcat and built war, i do not see any error during 
compiling.  Deployed to my local tomcat and started tomcat, saw no error or warning of this 
jar not loaded  launching srng app and browsing around didn't see issue. 

1600616 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

No retention period for 
PPIRS-SR NG Delivery and 
quality Please purge all PPIRS-SR NG delivery and quality scores daily without a retention period  

1301035 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

PPIRS-SR NG delivery 
scoring report 

In the PPIRS-SR NG management delivery scoring report in alpha, termination code k 
results are being shown incorrectly as days late from due date for some classifications (not 
all). They should be set to a permanent 180 days late (see attached). Delivery scores are 
correct in the PPIRS-SR NG summary and solicitation inquiry reports, but the delivery 
scoring report calculation of days late is incorrect. This CSR is being updated 11/23/16 with 
new attachment example in alpha (cage 71905 / FSC 4820). 

1600901 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

SR-NG PQDR Closed Date 
not Showing on Detail Rpt  

The PQDR closed date is not showing on the PPIRS-SR NG detail report. The closed date 
field should be coming over from pdrep and should display in PPIRS-SR NG. 

1610477 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Modify Account USERID Not 
Found Error  

When update/change attempted in Modify Account and click 'Submit', a 'User Id not found' 
error comes up.  

1601502 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Contractor summary supply 
code  

Please change 'FSC Code' column in Contractor Summary Report to read 'Supply Code'. 
Also, please change 'FSC Supply Code' in the NAICS Detailed Report view to 'NAICS 
Supply Code' 

1601522 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Quality Score Analysis 
Report in Alpha  

Alpha only - when in Admin in the Report Menu Items - Management (PPIRS-SR), if an 
FSC is put in the Quality Score Analysis Report and click on "Search By Supply Code", the 
results come up for Supply Code Relationship Report instead. 



1601524 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Bulletins with multiple cages 

Bulletins that come over from PDREP may have multiple cages associated with them at 
different times.  For instance, one bulletin may have three different cage codes all with 
different dates.  PPIRS-SR NG keys on the serial number of the bulletin, so when a new 
cage is attributed to it the bulletin keeps getting overwritten with different cages.  Please 
have the key for both the cage and serial number so that multiple cages may have the 
same bulletin number.  Also, add a supply/type code column to the challenge report for 
better reference. 

1601270
  

PPIRS-
SR NG 

Management reports In 
Admin  Receive a Struts Report 

1601272 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Struts error at supply code 
relationship report  Supply code relationship report returns a Struts Error 

1601281 
PPIRS-
SR NG 

Password Reset Message 
Change the email message users receive when using the password function.  

 


